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ABSTRACT 

Maximum current is necessary to be estimated when 

designing a LV distribution grid, i.e. MV/LV pole-mounted 

transformers and LV feeders, which supplies customers of 

several in minimum and dozens in maximum. This is 

currently estimated from the total contract capacities of 

the customers supplied by the grid, multiplying diversity 

and demand factor corresponding to the number of 

customers. This method is rather efficient and simple 

because the calculation can be done simply by using the 

contract capacities and the numbers of contracts. 

However, there are some constraints in this method. 

Diversity and demand factors may not be correct as they 

were derived statistically from sampled current 

measurements of customers. Additionally, this research 

was carried out years ago and have never been updated as 

it takes vast time and effort to re-measure them. As a result, 

these factors may be out-of-date as recent changes in 

electricity usage are not taken into consideration, such as 

the introduction of highly-efficient appliances or the 

diversities in lifestyles of customers. Thus, there is a 

possibility that the current estimated from the 

conventional method which is used for designing the grid 

diverge much from the actual state. This leads to over 

investment. 

This paper describes our new methodology for estimating 

the load curves of newly-connected customers based on the 

off-line information, such as contract capacity, contract 

types, location of the customer, presence of PV, etc. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Chubu Electric Power Co., Inc. (CEPCO), which is one 

of the utilities located at the central region of Japan, smart 

meters (SM) have been implemented for our customers 

since 2015 and will be completed by the end of FY2022 

[1]. This will enable us to measure power consumptions of 

every 30 minutes of individual 11 million customers. 

Therefore we are now looking into a method to aggregate 

every SM data within each LV distribution grids for 

managing peak loads to cut investment cost. Typical 

CEPCO’s LV distribution grid is shown in Figure 1.  

LV distribution grid can be constructed with lower cost if 

the load curve of the customer can be accurately assumed 

when new contract application is made. By analyzing the 

SM data, we examined a method to accurately estimate 

load curves of new customers by classifying load curves 

and linking them with customers’ information.    

In this study, three-phase loads were chosen as the subject 

of research, as it is assumed to be more difficult to forecast 

their load curves compared with single-phase loads due to 

the diversified demand forms of customers. 

 
Figure 1. LV distibution grid in CEPCO 

 

CONVENTIONAL FORECASTING METHOD 

OF LV CUSTOMER’S LOAD  

In the conventional forecasting method (hereinafter 

referred to as “W method”), the contract capacity of each 

customer is summed up and the maximum load of LV 

distribution grid is calculated in prior of planning. 

Schematic diagram of the conventional forecasting method 

is shown in Figure 2.  
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of conventional method 
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PROPOSED FORECASTING METHOD 

Examination for determining the profile is illustrated in 

Figure 3.  

Existing customers is classified into groups according to 

their load curves metered by SM, and their attribute 

information are linked with their groups in advance.   

When forecasting a newly-connecting customer, its 

attribute information is given to estimate which of the 

groups this customer may belong to, and its load curve will 

be derived from the representative curve of the group. 

Accuracy was examined in this study. 

In classifying customers, we disassembled their load 

curves into two factors, "shape" and "size".  

"Shape" is a normalized profile, which represents a 

seasonal or a daily time change of a consumer's electric 

power consumption regardless of the contract capacity, 

and is assumed to be related strongly to industry type, 

equipment configuration etc..  

"Size" represents the maximum power (utilization rate) 

with respect to the contract capacity, and it is assumed to 

be related strongly to contract capacity and the number of 

devices a customer operates. 

 
 

 

For classification of load patterns using SM data, 

clustering method called Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 

was used [2]. The image of the DTW method is shown in 

Figure 4.  

Metered data of total 153,332 customers from January 1, 

2017 to December 31, 2017 was utilized for this study. 

Customers were chosen randomly from Nagoya City with 

moderate climate, and from Nagano City with cold 

climate, which is supposed to have large differences in 

load curves. 

 
Figure 4.  Application of DTW to clustering analysis[3] 

 

Estimation of shape 

Method of classifying customers and forecasting load 

curves according to their "shapes" was examined. 

 

Classification of customer load curves 

The procedure for classifying load curves is shown in 

Figure 5. Classification was carried out on monthly data. 

First, we confirmed the difference of the load curves 

between seasons, setting the number of clusters to 5 

provisionally and their profile patterns were extracted.  

For example, comparison of profile patterns in January and 

August in Nagano City is shown in Figure 6. Different 

profile patterns are extracted from January and August, as 

the occurring time of the peak demand differs between 

them; in January before 9 o'clock in the morning due to the 

heating demand and in August around 14 o’clock due to 

the cooling demand. 

 

 
Figure  5. Extraction procedure diagram 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  6. Comparison of profile patterns (eg  in Nagano 

in January and August） 

 

January 

August 

Figure 3. Linking profile pattern determination and 

attributes 
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In order to search for an appropriate number of clusters 

setting, we also confirmed the profile pattern when the 

number of clusters setting was increased to 7 and 10.  

The results obtained when changing the cluster number 

setting for January and August in Nagano are shown in 

Figure 7. When the number of clusters is increased from 5 

to 7, a pattern of a relatively new shape is extracted, but 

when it is increased from 7 to 10, a pattern having a shape 

close to that of the existing one is extracted. Based on the 

above results, it is considered that the number of clusters 

is around 5 and 7. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. The impact of cluster number setting in Nagano 

 

 

Estimation of load curves from customer information 

As the candidate for the attribute information used for 

estimating the profile pattern of customers, customer data 

registered as shown in Table 1 was used and the 

relationship with the profile pattern (cluster) was analyzed.  

Profile patterns used for analysis are those of Nagano in 

August as shown in Figure 8. In order to link consumers to 

patterns accurately, we examined a method of linking 

customer patterns using multiple attributes. Since there are 

many combinations of attributes, it is difficult to search 

manually. Thus, one of the typical methods of machine 

learning called “decision tree method” was applied. Rules 

for identifying classes (clusters, patterns) are generated 

automatically from multiple attributes.  

Data used for forming decision tree are as shown in Table 

1. 

 

 
Figure 8. The profile patterns used for analysis are those 

in Nagano in August 

 

 

Table  1. Data used for machine learning 
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Analysis was conducted for Nagano. The results are shown 

in Table 2.  

The overall correct answer rate was 45.4%.  

Looking at the cluster by cluster, the ratio of correct 

answers was high as 71.8% for Cluster 2 which has their 

peak at noon.  

Next, Cluster 1, whose usage falls during lunch break, was 

54.5% in correct answer rate, and Cluster 5, which is a 

cluster of communal area of apartments, was 51.0%. The 

correct answer rate of Cluster 7 which demand increases at 

night and Cluster 6 which demand continues to be constant 

all day was low. 

 

 Table  2. Estimated results and correct answer rate by 

decision tree (Nagano in August, number of clusters: 7) 

 
 

Estimation of size 

We examined the estimation method of "sizes" of new 

customers. "Size" indicates the utilization rate of each 

month, and its definition is shown in Figure 9. 

In analysis, we evaluated how much the peak load can be 

compressed compared with W method. The idea of the 

evaluation is shown in Figure 10.   

 

Relationship between equipment capacity and 

utilization rate 

Monthly utilization rate and their annual average was 

calculated for each customer, and the relationship between 

the equipment rating and the utilization rate was analyzed 

by creating a histogram according to the size of the 

equipment capacity (500 W interval). Results of Nagano 

are shown in Figure 11. 

When the capacity of the equipment is 500 W or less, the 

utilization rate becomes extremely large and becomes 1 or 

more.  Since the resolution of SM is 0.1 kW unit, the error 

increases and the utilization rate increases when the 

capacity of the equipment is 500 W or less.  

Therefore, it can be concluded that W method shall be 

applied to those with equipment of 500 W or less, in order 

to constructing a LV grid efficiently.  

 

 

 

Relationship between types of equipment and 

utilization rate 

Based on the results in the previous section, relationship 

between the type of equipment (type of application, model 

code) and utilization rate was analyzed, excluding 

customers with equipment capacity of 500 W or less. 

Results are summarized in Figure 12, 13 and 14. Vertical 

axis indicates utilization rate, and the horizontal axis 

indicates month. Red line indicates the top 5% value in the 

group, and the blue line indicates the average value. 

Looking at the results of Figure 12 to 14, top 5% of the 

utilization rate which indicates the "size" was around 0.7 

or more. As demand factor of W method conventionally 

utilized for load management is around 0.4 and 0.6, it 

resulted that the proposed method appears to be a rather 

large estimate.  

Since the peak load may be underestimated by W method, 

cost in constructing LV distribution lines can be kept lower 

by applying W method instead of the proposed method in 

estimation of “sizes”.  

However, there is a possibility that current exceed the 

assumed values. As transformers or wires used for LV 

lines have some tolerance to withstand the current 

exceeding ratings for a short period of time, it may well 

affect their lifetimes.  

Further studies are necessary on how these difference in 

estimation influence distribution equipment, in order to 

determine which method shall be applied for the 

estimation of “sizes.” 

 
Figure 9.  Calculation method and definition of “size” 

 

 
Figure 10. Approximate reduction effect in utilization 

rate compared to W method 
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CONCLUTIONS 

Estimation method of a customer’s load curves was 

examined by dividing it into two elements; "shape" and 

"size". 

In the study on the "shape", SM data from different areas 

were normalized by monthly maximum demand, and a 

clustering method called DTW was performed. As a result, 

customer could be classified into 5 to 7 groups according 

to their "shapes".  

Machine learning called decision tree was applied to 

derive rules in estimating which cluster a newly-

connecting customer may belong to, from attributes related 

to customers.  

In future, we would like to consider further improvement 

in accuracy of estimating “shape” by collecting 

information such as "business hours" and "continuous use 

time" and other clustering methods. 

In the study on "size", utilization rate and attribute 

information was analyzed.  

As a result, it was found that it may be cost effective to 

apply the conventional W method for the estimation of 

“size”, though further studies on lifespan is necessary to be 

carried out as it may affect it due to the underestimation of 

peak loads.  

CEPCO is now developing related system of proposed 

method to advance the short-term and mid-term planning, 

which is planned to be completed in the end of FY2021. 
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Figure 11. Relationship between the equipment ratings 

and the utilization rate of Nagano 

 

 
Figure 12. The result of Kitchen equipment 

 
Figure 13. The result of Air conditioning system 

 
Figure 14. The result of Food processing machine 


